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Make the move to IIS 7 with this practical guide
   Microsoft's IIS 7 is a radical departure from previous versions of IIS, and it promises administrators a new level of control over their Web servers, with its modular design and a flexible, extensible architecture that creates new opportunities for customization. This book guides you beyond the networking technology and concepts you already know and teaches you the crucial new features of IIS 7 that will help you succeed with this dramatically different Web server.   

   From navigating the new interface to adjusting settings entirely in XML to configuring IIS 7 for maximum security, this book covers the techniques, tricks, and basic instruction you need to take full advantage of IIS 7. Special sidebars provide information that can help developers coordinate efforts with administrators right from the start of projects to get the best outcomes.   

   

	Learn how administrators and developers work together in IIS 7    
	
       Understand the fundamentally different architecture in IIS 7    

    
	
       Manage Web sites and all ASP.NET functionality in one location    

    
	
       Move existing ASP applications to IIS 7    

    
	
       Click and explore to see how things work with IIS 7's drill-down approach    

    
	
       Set MIME types, work with handlers, and start building files    

    
	
       Use apps such as HTML, ASP.NET, CGI, PERL, ColdFusion®, and more    

    
	
       Explore code-based, role-based, and .NET-based security models    

    
	
       Modify application configuration files    

    


About the Author
   
John Paul Mueller, consultant, application developer, writer, and technical editor, has written more than 300 articles and 75 books, including coauthoring Mastering Windows Vista Business: Ultimate, Business, and Enterprise. His topics range from programming and operating systems to home security and accessibility. He has contributed articles to such magazines as DevSource, asp.netPro, InformIT, SQL Server Professional, and Visual C++ Developer, among others. You can reach him at his Web site www.mwt.net/~jmueller/.
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Silence on the Wire: A Field Guide to Passive Reconnaissance and Indirect AttacksNo Starch Press, 2005
There are many ways that a potential attacker can intercept information, or learn     more about the sender, as the information travels over a network. Silence on the Wire     uncovers these silent attacks so that system administrators can defend against them,     as well as better understand and monitor their systems.
Silence on the...
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Pearls of Functional Algorithm DesignCambridge University Press, 2010

	Richard Bird takes a radically new approach to algorithm design, namely, design by calculation. These 30 short chapters each deal with a particular programming problem drawn from sources as diverse as games and puzzles, intriguing combinatorial tasks, and more familiar areas such as data compression and string matching. Each pearl starts with...
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BitTorrent For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
If you've found your way to this guide, and you're asking yourself, well what the heck is BT, you've gotten a little ahead of yourself. That's OK. Just take a look for the BT FAQ in the Getting Started section of the Groove.
By now, you should have gotten pretty familiar with BitTorrent, shorten, md5s, and maybe even flac. But you're just not...
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Networks of Innovation : Change and Meaning in the Age of the InternetOxford University Press, 2006
Integrating concepts from multiple theoretical disciplines and detailed analyses of the evolution of Internet-related innovations (including computer networking, the World Wide Web and the Linux open source operating system), this book develops foundations for a new theoretical and practical
understanding of innovation. It covers topics...
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Visual C++ 6 for Dummies Quick ReferenceFor Dummies, 1998
Get up to speed in Visual C++ in a flash with these instant answers to your programming questions. Visual C++ 6 For Dummies Quick Reference is the fast and friendly way to get the most from your C++ programming for the Windows 95 and Windows 98 environments without having to spend hours on end poring through dense reference books....
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Information Assurance: Security in the Information Environment (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2006
This updated edition was written to help IT managers and assets protection professionals to assure the protection and availability of vital digital information and related information systems assets, and contains major updates and 3 new chapters.  Bridging the gap between information security, information systems security and information warfare,...
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